The right to be able to legally jailbreak my phone (iPhone) and tablet (iPad) is important to me. Jailbreaking, through no detriment to my products' manufacturer, allows me to greatly expand the capabilities of my phone or tablet. I'm able to tweak such perplexing system restraints as how many apps can fit in a folder, setup time saving (or even faulty hardware relieving) gesture shortcuts, and easily access a control panel of settings. Very often, seeing their value, the official operating systems later implement these features and sometimes even hire the jailbreak programmers. Jailbreaking is a choice not many will take advantage of, but with the ease of doing so and the opportunity to resort the device back to its non-jailbroken state, I see no harm in it. It would be a travesty should this practice be deemed illegal now when so much good has, and can still, come from it.

Brett Hall, hobbyist